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Abstract. Current photo browsers for personal photo collections mostly use the
folder structure or camera-recorded time stamps as the only ordering principle.
Some also allow manually provided meta-data (tags) for organizing and retrieving photos, but currently, only professional tools allow a pre-grouping of photos
by image similarity. We believe that similarity is indeed a useful criterion both
for image retrieval and casual browsing, and that the tight integration of content
analysis techniques in media UIs in general can lead to more powerful UIs. In
this paper we present a prototype, in which we have tightly integrated image
analysis techniques and user feedback into a zoomable user interface for browsing and sorting digital photos. We have discussed our system with domain experts and received encouragement as well as valuable ideas for future research.
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1 Introduction
The digitalization of media influences many areas of our life, but often, the additional
possibilities, which come with this change, are hardly used. Digital photography, for
example, has brought along a steep increase in the overall number of photos taken,
but the archives for digital photo collections mostly follow the same principles as
those for analog photography. They use capture time and folder structures as the main
ordering principles, and do not provide much advantage other than increased speed of
retrieval [1]. In order to keep up with the growing amounts of data, novel paradigms
for managing, archiving and retrieving digital photographs have become a major challenge for research, and these novel paradigms create the opportunity of more substantial changes in our way of dealing with digital media. According to studies [2], [4],
users browsing their photo collections often do not have a specific search goal, or a
technically rather unclear one, such as “look for a better photo of my daughter”.
Sometimes they might just browse for pleasure or story telling. At the same time, users are very reluctant to use tedious and time-consuming techniques, such as tagging
each photo manually. Most of them prefer their photo collections to be organized
automatically and hence cope with the organization by available metadata, such as
folder hierarchy or camera-recorded capture time [1], [3]. Therefore, most current
photo browsers are based on the latter.
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1.1 Related Work
The traditional UI for photo management (e.g., ACDSee, Picasa, iPhoto or Windows
Explorer) uses a two-panel strategy. When the user selects a specific folder in the left
panel, all photos in this folder are shown as thumbnails in the right panel, where the
user can navigate within the folder by a vertical scrollbar and select thumbnails to see
the original photo. More elaborate approaches include treemaps and zoomable UIs. In
order to use the available screen space in an optimal way and provide a consistent
mental model of the entire collection’s organization, it has become a key research issue to maximize the usage of a given area and present as many photos as possible in
it. One promising solution is a zoomable user interface, which presents information in
one large plane and lets the user smoothly zoom in to see information in more detail,
or zoom out to get an overview. Photomesa [6] is one of the popular zoomable photo
browsers. It adopts a time-ordering and space-filling presentation strategy. Based on
the theory of a quantum treemap [7], each directory is displayed in a different size depending on its content, which provides additional visual clues in the overview. All
folders are ordered chronologically, and photos inside each folder are displayed in a
non-hierarchical way. PhotoFinder [8], [9] aims at the organization of manually
tagged photos. It lets the user organize photos into “collections” which are presented
with a representative image and also enables the user to search in a boolean query interface. Other systems, such as TimeQuilt [11], PhotoToc [12] and CalendarBrowser
[13], group photos into different events and offer automatic selection of a representative image. Even on large displays, researchers are looking for interactive and spacesaving presentations, such as circular [14] and spiral [15] displays.

2 Tightly Integrating Similarity and User Feedback in the UI
Digital media collections allow us to derive additional ordering principles from the
actual media content. In the case of photo collections, this means that image analysis
can be used to derive low-level image features, which in turn can be used for the organization of images. This idea is used in a simple way in professional tools, such as
Aperture [16], where successive pictures can be automatically grouped if they exhibit
similar color histograms. This speeds up the initial phase of photo selection by conveniently partitioning the entire set into easily tractable subsets. Our goal is to go beyond this simple preselection mechanism by
•
•
•
•

using more elaborate image features in the analysis process,
applying this to entire collections or bigger subsets, not just to subsequent photos,
tightly integrating image analysis in the UI for browsing and retrieving images,
harnessing user feedback to improve over fully automatic techniques.

We are targeting a general audience, who produce high numbers of photos, but also
are very reluctant to explicitly manually tag them. We believe that the tight integration of image analysis techniques in media UIs, combined with immediate user feedback, can partially make up for manual tagging and that it will lead to UIs, which
operate close to human categorization principles, such as visual similarity. In our previous work [17], a fully automatic organization has been provided by low level
,
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical organization of the photo collection according to capture time

image features. Our current attempt to create such a UI enriched by content analysis is
a zoomable photo browser, which uses image analysis to further structure photo collections below the level of time, but allows manual overrides of this ordering and
infers feedback from the manipulations used for overriding. On a general level, the
collection is organized hierarchically according to capture time (see Figure 1), and
forms a tree with subsets, where photos can be grouped further according to their
similarity. In order to do this, we compute low level image features in a preprocessing
step and then cluster the images according to these features.

3 The PhotoSim User Interface
Our photo browsing application was implemented based on the prefuse toolkit for interactive Information Visualization [19]. PhotoSim presents photos clustered by time
and content similarity and provides basic interaction techniques, such as drag-anddrop, pan and zoom. User feedback is derived implicitly from mouse operations (see
Integration of user feedback).
The UI contains four main panels: a graph view, a tree view, an overview and a
control panel, as shown in Figure 2. The three view panels act as coordinated multiple
views. In the tree view, when a day, month, year or the entire collection is selected, all
the corresponding photos appear in the graph view, creating a potentially very large
graph. Photos can be clustered in this way at different levels of the temporal hierarchy. This allows, for example, finding similar photos across different days, months or
even years.
The graph view is not limited in size, thereby not limiting the overall number of
photos and clusters which can be shown. The user can freely pan and zoom within the
graph view, but will always be provided with an overview of the entire graph in the
overview pane in the top right corner. In the control panel (bottom right), the user can
adjust the threshold used for clustering and explicitly save the current arrangement.
Since the location of each photo relative to the cluster center is determined by its
similarity to the centroid photo and neighboring photos, a dent in the cluster shape
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Fig. 2. The user interface of PhotoSim contains a graph view on the left and a column with an
overview pane, a tree view, and a control panel on the right

visually identifies outliers, which are less similar than other photos in the cluster.
These outliers can easily be dragged to other clusters according to the user’s better
judgment of similarity, or to any other ordering principle he/she may think of.

4 Image Analysis
The image analysis we use, entails several processing steps. First, a set of low level
features is extracted from the photos. Based on these features, photos are then
grouped into different clusters.
4.1 Low Level Features Used
In order to compute similarity between photos, we use color features, textural features
and roughness. Color features are computed in YUV color space, which has proven to
yield results which are more consistent with human perception [17]. The U and V
components are partitioned into 6 bins, which lead to a color histogram with 36 dimensions. Four related statistic features are also extracted: mean, standard deviation,
skewness and kurtosis of the color moment in YUV [21], yielding an overall of 48
color-related features. Besides these, we extract Haralick features [20], which provide
easily computable textural features based on gray-tone spatial dependencies and
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finally also roughness statistics derived from the gray level variation. In total, 161
features are extracted. Feature extraction does not work in real time and is done in a
preprocessing step. The preprocessing of a collection of 813 photos (2M Pixel each)
took about 2 hours in our current implementation.
4.2 Clustering Algorithm
After extracting these low level features, the photos are grouped using a standard
clustering algorithm. Since we cannot make any well-grounded assumptions about the
photo content in the general case, the number of clusters in particular is unknown beforehand. Since this would have to be known for a supervised clustering process, we
can only employ an unsupervised clustering algorithm. In our implementation, we use
Simple K-Means [22], [23]. Figure 2 shows the clustering result of a photo collection
with 3 different motives: portrait, building in daylight and at night. The clustering
algorithm correctly groups them into 3 clusters, which is consistent with human perception in this case. Depending on the actual degree of similarity between and within
motives, this approach might still create too many or too few clusters in the general
case. Although this might also be tweaked (see Future Work), we are convinced that a
fully automatic approach will never work perfectly in all cases.
4.3 Integration of User Feedback
From the discussion above, it becomes clear that it will never be possible to perfectly
match a user’s visual understanding by a fully automatic approach. One solution to
this problem is to take the human into the loop and combine the image analysis techniques with user feedback. We therefore provide manual overrides of the automatic
results. The simplest such override is to just drag a photo from its original cluster into
another existing cluster. On top of this, there are two ways to create new clusters:
4.3.1 Create a New Cluster Manually
First, the user can set the slider for the clustering threshold to zero, which means
he/she wants to create cluster manually. Then the user can drag a photo outside its
original cluster, and a new cluster will be created which contains this photo. If the
user wants to add more photos in this newly created cluster, he/she can then manually
drag other photos into this cluster one by one. This functionality can be used for permanent storage of personal favorites, or to create clusters as temporary structures for
storytelling. Since all these operations are executed by the user manually, they are regarded as intentional and saved permanently.
4.3.2 Create a New Cluster Automatically
The user can also automatically create a new cluster of similar images from a manually selected example photo. First, he/she has to adjust the slider in the control panel
to select a clustering threshold other than Zero. Then the user can drag the example
photo outside the original cluster, as Figure 3(a) shows. A new cluster will be created
which contains this example photo and other similar photos in the currently selected
time period, as Figure 3(b) shows. If the clustering threshold is set to a high value,
this means that the required degree of similarity is relative low, and therefore some
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Fig. 3. Creating a new cluster automatically: (a) Dragging the example photo outside the original cluster. (b) The newly created cluster contains the example photo and other similar photos.

other less similar photos will be also included in the new cluster. Since the result of
this functionality is somewhat less predictable, the new cluster is not saved automatically in order not to destroy the existing presentation. If the user is satisfied with the
result, he/she can click the “Save” button in the control panel to save it permanently.

5 Preliminary Evaluation
We have tested our prototype with five different photo collections. Four of them result from a photography workshop and were taken in the course of three days by four
different ambitioned amateur photographers. The size of the collections varies between 317 and 812. Another collection was offered by a former professional photographer and contained a selection of 603 photos in total, captured over five years.
Although we have not conducted a formal user study, the discussions with the authors of our example photo collections were quite encouraging. The former professional photographer said that he would like to use such a photo browser even more, if
the structure of the collection after clustering and manual modifications could be
translated back into a directory structure in the file system. He claimed that this might
be a very valuable tool for potentially reorganizing his entire photo collection, not just
the selection used in the test.

6 Summary and Future Work
In this paper, we have described an example for the tight integration of content analysis in a media UI and we have shown how this can lead to a more powerful set of manipulations for browsing and sorting of the media content. We have also seen that the
tight integration with the UI is important, because it allows the user to manually override the automatic decisions of the system by providing implicit feedback. Although
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several forms of feedback are provided in our prototype, we still think that the interaction could be improved by allowing the user to organize photos in a more natural way,
e.g., by supporting a more flexible and fluent sorting functionality. One parameter,
which probably merits even more attention, is the average size and overall number of
clusters for any given subset of a collection. The correct value will largely depend on
personal taste and the actual content of the collection. Finally, if the similarity
between any pair of two media items in the entire visualization could be visually approximated by the distance between them, this might close the gap towards selforganizing media networks as described in [25].
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